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ABSTRACT
Form Processing with the Hough Transform
by
De Chen
Dr. Emma Regentova, Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

A form document processing system based on the Hough transform (H T) is
developed. It performs form identification and form registration. For form identification,
HT is applied off-line to master forms to calculate form features and build-up the feature
database, and it is performed on-line for the input (scanned) forms to extract features to
identify the form type based on feature matching. The derived features are rotation,
translation and scale invariant. The proposed form description is compact, thereby allows
for fast identification. The registration is feature/knowledge based. Two methods for
control points detection are discussed; one implements template matching for finding
frame comers. The second approach is based on detection of line crossings via the
analysis of the parameter space of the HT. Detected control points are used to calculate
parameters of geometrical transform and perform coordinates translation. Linear
conformai and projective transforms are tested. The system is featured by fast and
reliable type identification, and the moderate preprocessing time, which is attained by
proper design of the Hough space.
iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in spite of rapid advances of multimedia technology, scanning of
documents is still performed, because of wide popularity of paper forms. Automated form
processing is advantageous, because even a medium sized company can produce
thousands of forms on a daily basis[l]. This number is doubled or even tripled for big
governmental organizations. Survey forms, medical or employee data sheets, admission
forms or other document, filled in manually or typed-in are scanned and stored for
further processing.
Scanned forms are usually skewed, rotated and translated versions of the master
forms, so preprocessing is always necessary before their use in the automated processing
pipeline.

Typically, form processing includes form modeling, archiving, matching,

registration, editing, revising and data extraction.
Image based form analysis offers advantages of on-line processing. It is of great
importance to develop an automatic form processing system that integrates form
description, archiving, retrieval, or identiEcation based on computer vision technology.
In this work, we introduce an automatic form processing system, in which the master
forms are Erst preprocessed for obtaining form descnpEon and stonng it in the form
database. Master forms are mostly created by computer aided design tools and are
considered of high quality and perfectly aligned. Input forms are scanned, hence prone to
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geometrical distortions. To perform many of the above mentioned form processing
operations, input forms are to be associated with their templates and registered, i.e.,
calibrated.
Distortion caused by the scanning process can make an input form irrelevant to its master
form in the database. An accurate registration is needed to perform subsequent automated
processing procedures using the same software as for the master forms.
Form is a special type of document. We adopt the image based approach wherein a form
is a binary image (binarized or scanned in a binary mode) Also, form is a framed
document containing a number of long horizontal and vertical lines. In this work, we use
alternatively words "input", "incoming" or "scanned" form for forms to be processed,
and "master", template", "reference" or "base" form for any form in the database.
The Erst task is to associate the input form with its template. This is performed by
feature-based matching technique.

The system retrieves foims from the database.

Indexing scheme is always used for image retrieval to avoid direct matching. Among
indexing approaches, key words and content-based retrieval are employed. For form
retrieval, key words approach is impracEcal due to the difEculEes in recogniEon of small
characters of form numbers.
In context-based image retneval, global content of the form image is acquired through
feature vector extracEon. The feature vector is to be compact to serve as an index. Line
crossings, comers and lines are features commonly used for represenEng form layout.
Among them, lines are the most commonly used features for describing physical layout,
or for construcEng high level logical descnpEons [2,3,4,5]. Because of their low
sensiEvity to noise, lines are detected more reliably; hence they provide an accurate input
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to logical descripEon. There are extensive studies on obtaining form descripEve features,
and a bold body of research carried out in this area [4,6,7,8,9,10].
Since m ^onty of methods for form descripEon/idenEEcaEon is based on line
processing approach,

the performance of line detecEon is crucial for attaining an

accurate form representaEon. We use the Hough transform for line detecEon. We End it
parEcularly suitable for form analysis, because it is known for detecting broken lines and
also performs well even there is a moderate rotaEon. The extracted features comprise
lines count for angle disEibuEon, normalized hne lengths and distances to the ongin
calculated for major form hnes.
Form type idenEEcaEon is earned out by calculaEng distances between feature vectors
of the input form and those stored in the database. Either zero or a minimum distance is
allowed to indicate matching.
There is a variety of methods designed for image registraEon. One of the commonly
used is the cross-correlaEon, which is the basic staEsEcal approach to registraEon
[11,12]. The opEmal ahgnment of the input form with its template is obtained by
calculaEng the transformaEon with the largest cross-correlaEon value. Other known
registraEon methods are feature-based, area-based, knowledge-based, and Founer-based
[13,14]. In knowledge/feature based image registraEon techniques [15,16], several
control points are set/selected from two images to be co-registered. The correspondence
of the control points between images is established by similarity measurement. These
techniques are more suitable for gray level or color images, rather than for binary forms.
In Founer based registraEon, all coefEcients related to rotaEon, translaEon and scale can
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be derived from the phase factors of the transformaEon. But Fourier approach requires
large amount of memory.
In this work, we adopt feature-based registraEon to End parameters of the linear
conformai transform and recover from rotation, scaling and translaEon. Two techniques
are tested. First, we fulEll the template based approach, in which we use a sliding
window containing a comer template to locate the coordinates of four comers. In the
second technique. Hough transform is used to obtain coordinates of four comers of the
form frame.
For performing registraEon with the linear conformai transform, coordinates of two
pairs are sufEcient. But to ensure the higher accuracy, we use coordinates of four points.
We seek for form comers as a special type of line crossings. They are found based on the
analysis of the accumulator array of the H o u ^ transform, its processing and performing
the inverse Hough transform. The coordinates are fed to the linear transform equaEons to
End distorEon parameters and translate coordinates of any given pixel of the input form.
The organizaEon of the thesis is as follows. In the following secEon we give main
deEniEons and the overview of the system. Chapter 3 presents the basics of the Hough
transform and its applicaEon to form preprocessing. Chapter 4 descnbes the idenEEcaEon
of form types. Form registraEon is demonstrated in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents
experimental results and discusses possible improvements and the future work. Chapter
7 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH ESSENTIALS
The form images are obtained via document scanning; hence the images can be
acquired in diEerent modes. We use binarized versions of the input form images,
assuming that either scanning is done in the binary mode, or the gray images are
binarized prior to processing. It gives the privilege of processing of reduced datasets, and
modifying the Hough transform for its faster implementadon. Among distortions
introduced by scanning, we examine only rotation, scaling

and translation. A ll

procedures developed in this work are viable for such addidonal geometrical and image
distortions such as skew, noise, missing characters, and incomplete lines. But in all
conducted experiments we use images of relatively good image quality and with no skew,
as they are delivered by the laboratory scanner and its software. The generalization of the
designed procedures and the extension of the registration methods to the skewed images
are discussed briefly in the later chapters.
Our further studies are based on the following deEniEons and assumpEons:
1.

Forms are framed documents with a number of intersecEng honzontal and

verEcal lines. Text added to the form can be either handwntten or typed-in.
2.

Form images are bi-level.

3.

Lines formed by Elled-in text are shorter than that formed by frame lines.
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4.

Input fonns can be scaled, slighEy shiAed and moderately rotated instances of

the master forms.
DeEniEon 1 is commonly used in the research on automated form processing.
AssumpEon 3 is done for the reliable drop-out of the Elled-in text and calculaEng form
features inherent to empty forms only. The last assumpEon holds true for a great staEsEcs
of scanned forms. AddiEonaUy, we consider a moderate rotaEon of up to 5°, which is the
maximum encountered under normal scanning condiEons and to ensure the proper
funcEoning of the form feature extracEon and registraEon procedures. Some of the forms
used in this work are presented in Figure 2.1 a) through d).

The procedures to be discussed here include form preprocessing, feature extracEon,
matching and registraEon. A generalized view of the system is presented in Figure 2.2.
The Hough transform is applied once to the template forms off-line, and to any input
form on-line. The parameter space of transform is processed (thresholded) for calculating
form features and reliable detecEon of control points required for determining parameters
of the geometncal transformaEon. Coordinates of these points for template forms along
with the feature vectors are stored in the database (DB) of templates. For incoming forms,
further steps comprise feature vector matching, detecEng coordinates of control points.
Ending their correspondence to those recorded in the DB, and calculaEng the parameters
of geometncal transform (see. Figure 2.3).
We use MATLAB environment for experimenEng and displaying the results.
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Figure 2.1 Some sample forms of diAerent lesoludon.
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Transform
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Calculating form
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vector
Obtaining a set
of control points

Figure 2.2 Preprocessing of templates and incoming forms
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points________

Finding parameters of
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Figure 2.3 Processing of input forms for form type identification and
registration
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CHAPTERS

FORM PREPROCESSING
In this chapter, we discuss form analysis with the Hough transform. Form analysis
concerns with the extraction of the form structure via detecting form lines in the raster
image. That includes transforming raster images to the Hough space, thresholding

for

text/form dropout, and an inverse transform such that the m^or lines in the form images
are preserved. A brief review of the applications of the Hough transform-based
techniques in computer vision is given first, and then the description of line detection
with Hough transform is provided.

3.1

Hough Transform for Line Detection

The Hough transform (H T), which was Erst introduced by Hough in 1962 for
detecting the tracks of high-energy particles, is a technique widely used to detect shapes
in images[17]. Hough transform is effective for detecting regular curves such as lines,
circles, ellipses, and other shapes, because it speciEes the desired features

in a

parametric form. But in the case when a simple analytic descnpEon of feature(s) is not
possible, or there is no simple analyücal form for shape descnpEon, such as for irregular
shapes, a generalized Hough transform(GHT) is to be employed[18]. The main problem
with GHT is its computaEonal complexity and the memory requirements. The former is
the mtqor limitaEon of GHT for real-Eme, on-line applications. To overcome this

11
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drawback, the randomized generalized Hough transform (RGHT) was introduced [18].
We use the Hough transform for line detection in the form images.

Hough transform maps a point (Xi.y,) in the image space into a sinusoid in the
Hough space given by
p = X cos 8 + y sin 8

(3.1)

where p is the norm from the origin to this point, and 8 is the orientation angle of p
with respect to the X-axis. Pixels belonging to the coUinear lines with coordinates (x,,yi)
in the image space form the butterfly curves which intersect at (p,8) in the Hough space
as it is shown in Figure 3.1. This intersection indicates a line in the image space with its
position and orientation speciEed by p and 8.
The Hough transform is implemented by quantizing the parameter space into
Enite intervals, so called accumulator bins which form the accumulator array. Each image
pixel at (x,y) is transformed into a discreEzed (p,8) curve, and the accumulator bins along
this curve are incremented. Each pixel in the image w ill vote to a speciEc bin at (p,8) in
the accumulator array. See Figure 3.1 a) and b). Pixels belonging to the same line w ill
vote to the same bin, resuIEng in a peak in the accumulator array. The latter indicates a
straight line of a certain length.
In the implementaEon of the Hough transform, the coordinate system of the image
space and its corresponding parameter space are set as follows. The center of the raster
image is taken as an ongin of the coordinate system. For a M x N image, the Hough
space (p,8) is constructed with 8 spanning from -5 to 175 , and an increment of 1 in 8. p

12
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p

G

b)
Figure 3.1 a) Parametric line; b) image pixels in the parametric space
is spanned from

to

where pmax = sqrt(M^+N^). The minimum increment

in p is also taken to be 1, and each pixel in the raster image with coordinates (x, y) is
mapped into a parametric curve according to Equation (3.1). By the above construction,
any p value corresponding to the image pixel w ill be guaranteed to fall into a bin in the
accumulator array, and form rotation in the range ±5 does not affect further processing.
By the above construction, the Hough space is a plane of 2pn»x x 8max bins each
of size A8 A p=l. Since 8 is taken from -5 ° to 175 °, a bin at (0 ,-p) represents a line at
180 in the image space. Thus, we can represent lines distributed in 0 - 360 with the
span of 180° in the Hough space. This is due to the fact that each butterfly curve in the
Hough space is centrally symmetric. Any point in the lower half of the Hough space
corresponds to a negative p, which means that 8 value of the related line is 8+180°.
Making use of this symmetry, we halve the dimension of the Hough space, hence save
the computational time and the memory requirements.
Figure 3.3 a gives the image of the parameter space obtained by the Hough
transform of the form presented in Figure 3.2:

13
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Figure 3.2 A Sample form with printed and filled text.

a)
b)
Rgure 3.3 (a) Hough transform of the form in Figure 3.2.;
(b) thresholded accumulator array of (a)
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3.2

Text and form dropout

In this section, we discuss line extraction, that is text or alternatively form dropout
by processing the accumulator array. Since only the form layout is of interest in our
analysis, we need to discard text data reliably, retaining only hnes. Also, if we need
alternatively to preserve the text, the procedure can be inverted. We demonstrate this by
examples in the later parts of this chapter. The accumulator array can be used to extract
hnes, and based on that - other features for the form description. We are interested in
extracting as many hnes as possible.
In a fiUed form, text is enclosed in boxes formed by form hnes. Thus, the form
hnes are always longer than those formed by text. This means that in the Hough space, a
bin value corresponding to the relatively longer horizontal/vertical form hne has a higher
magnitude than that formed by text hnes in the image space. Each pixel belonging to the
same hne in the raster image falls into the same accumulator bin of a size of ApA8 at a
specific location defined by (p,8).

3.2.1

Text dropout by thresholding the accumulator array

The value of the accumulator bin reflects the hne length, i.e., the longer is the
hne the higher is the value of its corresponding bin in the accumulator array. Thus, a local
maximum in the parameter space indicates a hne in the raster image. Both form hnes and
text pixels are detectable by the Hough transformation. But, the difference is in that the
number of votes for text hnes is smaller than that for form hnes. A proper threshold
allows for removing hnes formed by the text. The threshold is performed as follows

15
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A '(i,j) = A (i,j),
A ' ( ij) = 0

,

if A(iJ)
otherwise.

(3.2)

Here, A and A ' are the local maxima of the accumulator bin and its thersholded
value, respectively, and T is a threshold. T is set depending on the maximum encountered
in the accumulator array, i.e., T= k Anax- If k is greater than for example 0.7, then only
m^or lines retain. In case of smaller k, for example 0.3, short lines are also captured,
including those formed by the filled-in text. An optimal k can be found experimentally. In
our study it is selected to be about 0.7. Figure 3.3.b shows the thresholded accumulator
array of one given in 3.3a. Each local maxima in this array represent a m^or form hne.

3.2.2 Inverse Hough transform
In a thresholded accumulator array, all mqor hnes are indicated by the local
maxima in the Hough space. The information other than on the m^or hnes is discarded by
thresholding procedure. That means the text data are dropped in the parameter space. To
restore the image space just for observing of the processing effect, we extract all local
maxima and put them in the hst of 8 and p. This hst is used as a look-up table for the m^or
hnes in the inverse Hough transform.
In the course of inverse Hough transform, we test a pixel (x,, y;) of the image of size
TMXn, by calculating the corresponding p for each 8 value from the local maxima hst. If the
calculated p has a match with a specific 8, this pixel belonging to the form hne. We restore
the pixel value at (x,, y;) as zero in a blank image of the same size, i.e. mx». The pseudo
code for this inverse Hough transform of form image I(X j, y j of size mxn is given below:

16
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Figure 3.4 Result of inverse Hough transform for the for in Figure 3.2.

3.2.3 Adaptive thresholding
According to the above discussion, a bin value in the accumulator array is
proportional to the length of the detected line. The forms to be processed are either flat or
vertical rectangles. That means Amw values for horizontal and vertical lines may differ.
Vertical lines of a flat form can be dropped along with the text by thresholding procedure.
(See, for example. Figure 3.5 a). This happens because of a single threshold applied. To
avoid occasional drop of either horizontal or vertical lines, the thresholding is to be
performed adaptively. Different thresholds, i.e. kA^axH and kAmaxv are set for horizontal and
vertical lines, respectively.
From the Hough space, one can observe that positions of bins corresponding to the
vertical lines are located by the left side of the Hough space, while the bins corresponding
to the horizontal lines reside at the middle. (See,

Figure 3.3 b)).
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b)

a)

Figure 3.5 Text dropout: (a) by nonadaptive thresholding; (b) by adaptive
thresholding.
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Figure 3.6. Text remaining after form dropout
The threshold kAmaxv is used for the bins residing around 8=0°, and the
threshold kA^axH is used for bins residing near 8=90°. The results of such adaptive
thresholding for removing the text are demonstrated in Figure 3.5.
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Form dropout and text dropout are complement operations. Form dropout is
obtained by logic addition of the complement of the text-free form and the original one.
Figure 3.6 exhibits the result of dropping the form given in Figure 3.2.
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CHAPTER 4

FORM TYPE IDENTIFICATION
We propose a feature-based similarity detection by comparing features of the
template and input forms. First, the global logical description is obtained. Then, physical
features are calculated for matching with those forms, which exhibited similarity by the
global descriptor. The global logical descriptor is the lines count for angle distribution
that gives the information about orientation of form lines in the image space. The
physical descriptors comprise vectors of normalized values of (a) line positions with
respect to the origin and (b) line lengths. To evaluate the similarity, we defined a distance
metric. The overall identification is rotation, scaling and translation invariant. The
following sections give insight into the feature calculations and the identification
procedures.

4.1

Form matching by the global descriptor

As required by on-line processing, the descriptor should be compact.

First, we

form a global feature vector which is scale and translation invariant by using the lines count
in a scope of 360°
To evaluate matching, we compute the distance between the feature vectors of the
input form and those in the database. Suppose the feature vector in the database is Lr, and
that of the input form is L;, then the distance between these two vectors is deEned as:
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‘- = 2 | L

d

t(

0 -

l

,(0 |

( 4 .1 )

where N=360, that is, the total number of angle values in the vector. If

= 0, it would

be the match. If the query form is rotated with respect to its template, then

will be

greater than 0, and it is likely that the same difference would be produced by forms of the
other types in the database. That is, this feature is not sufficient for type identiEcation.
Furthermore, matching with

= 0, does not mean deEnitely that matching is found,

because if there is a line miss because of thresholding, different forms can produce the
same global descripEon.

AddiEonally,

form matching by this method is rotational

variant.
We assumed that shapes are preserved by rotaEon, that is there is no skew, and
parallel lines remain parallel. Recall, we have assumed that the maximum allowed
rotaEon angle of ±5°. Then, we solve the rotaEonal vanant problem by cyclic rotaEon of
the query feature vector, that is, rotate the input form from -5° to 5°. The distance is
calculated at each rotaEon step as
D k =

m n

T |L r (z )-L i

*=-5,-4,...4,5 T T

(k)/

(f)|.

( 4 .2 )

Dk= 0 indicates matching at the angle determined by k. This way we ensure the
rotaEon invanant match, and at the same time determine the rotaEon angle of the input
form.

Figure 4.1 (b) shows text-free variant of the master form (a) form; The

corresponding global logical descnptor is plotted in Figure 4.2.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.1 (a) Master form; b) Lines remaining after text drop
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Figure 4.2 Line counts for the form in Figure 4.1b)

Given in Figure 4.3.a and b there are occasionally rotated input form and its textfree (tghresholded ) variant, respectively. The lines count feature is exhibited in Figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.3. (a) Input form;
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(b) Lines remaining after text drop.
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Figure 4.4. Feature vector extracted for the form in Figure 4.3 a).
For the forms shown in Figures 4.1a and 4.3.a, D^= 0.
The distance between two forms in Hgure 4.5, is one. Indeed, there is a one
addidonal horizontal line in the top of the left form. Their lines counts are presented in
Figure 4.6. The distance Dk = 1- This confirms that matching using this feature vector
is effective at the logical level.
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Figure. 4.5. Example of two globally similar forms
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Figure 4.6 Line counts of the forms in Figure 4.5
For accurately idenhfying the form type, we need

addiEonal features.

More

features will allow to retrieve the database of the form types with a greater precision.
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4.2

Form matching by physical descriptors

It is likely that there can be two or more diEerent forms that produce the same
logical descripEons, especially in a large database system. For example, two forms
presented in Figure 4.7 produce the same lines count. Therefore, we consider
incorporaEon of addiEonal invanant features.

Figure 4.7 Two forms of the same line count.

We obtain addiEonaUy, line posiEon (p.) and line length (ZJ informaEon and store
it in a three column list. In Table 1, these features are calculated for two forms shown in
Figure 4.8.

In Figure 4.8, the input form is of size 41 Ix 657; and the template is of

391x614. Column 8 contains onentaEon of lines with respect to x-axis; column p gives
the distance from the corresponding line to the image on gin; and colunm AC lists the
thresholded values of the local maxima of the accumulator array, i.e. the informaEon on
the line length. The line posiEons and lengths given in Table 1 are scale and translaEon
vanant.
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Table 1.Tabulated values offeatures forthe forms inFigure 4.8.
Pr
280
166
107
83
57
32
7
283
80
169

Pi 8i ACi
284
3
355
178 93
598
116 93
598
91
93
598
461
63
93
37
93
593
11
93
598
308 183 356
79
273 596
171 273 598

8r
ACï
0
339
90
567
90
567
90
567
90
567
90
567
90
567
180
339
270
567
270
567

To make these features scale and translation invariant, we normalize p by its mean
value (p), and multiply by ten as:
P n=10*pi/p,

where

1 ^
P=—

(4.3)

The same normalization and adjustment procedure is carried out for the line length
feature to obtain In- After normalization, we get a list of normalized values in Table 2.

b)

a)

Figure 4.8 Examples: ( a) Template form; (b) Input form
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Table 2. Tabulated values ofvectors ofnormalized features forthe forms in Figure 4.8.

Pr
2 2 .1 5 2

Br
0

1 3 .1 3 3

90

8 .4 6 5
6 .5 6 6
4 .5 0 9

90
90

2 .5 3 2

90
90

0 .5 5 4

90

2 2 .3 8 9
6 .3 2 9

180
270
270

1 3 .3 7 0

ACy
6 .5 0 2

Pi
2 1 .2 2 6

1 0 .8 7 5

1 3 .3 0 3

1 0 .8 7 5

8 .6 7 0
6 .8 0 1

1 0 .8 7 5
1 0 .8 7 5
1 0 .8 7 5

4 .7 0 9
2 .7 6 5

1 0 .8 7 5
6 .5 0 2

0 .8 2 2

1 0 .8 7 5
1 0 .8 7 5

8r
3
93

ACi
6 .6 3 4

93

1 1 .1 7 5
1 1 .1 7 5

93
93

1 1 .1 7 5
8 .6 1 5

93

1 1 .0 8 2
1 1 .1 7 5

2 3 .0 1 9
5 .9 0 4

93
183
273

6 .6 5 3
1 1 .1 3 8

1 2 .7 8 0

273

1 1 .1 7 5

For invariant features, the distances are calculated as follows:
N

D '' =

|P r(0-pi(:V r

(4.4)

1=1

= Ë |A C T(0-A C i(i)f
1=1

(4.5)

where N is a total number of lines encountered in the form. And the integrated
distance by these two features is deEned as
Dphy = Ll)Pj + LD^^J

(4.6)

If Dphy = 0, there is most likely the match. For other cases, a minimum distance
indicates that a closest form type is found. It is clear that there should be a maximum
allowed distance to prevent erroneous idenEEcaEon.
From the observaEon of Tables 1 and 2, one can see the form rotaEon by 3°. The
integrated distance between the feature vectors of two diEerent forms in Figure 4.8 is 0.
Scale invariance can be demonstrated by computaEons carried for two forms
shown in Figure 4.9. The scale diEerence is made purposefully large. The resulEng
distances between the feature vectors of this two forms are

= 0 and Dphy =0.
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Figure 4.9. Two globally idenEcal forms of diEerent size
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CHAPTERS

FORM CO-REGISTRATION
In this chapter, we Erst review the image registradon techniques. Then, we give the
mathemaEcal deEniEon of the linear conformai transformaEon for form registraEon. At
the later part of this chapter, we discuss two different approaches for comer detecEon,
and use the detected comers as control points for form registraEon

5.1

Image RegistraEon tasks

Image registraEon is extensively used in computer vision and image processing.
Image registraEon means mapping of coordinates of one image to coordinates of another,
which is called a base, or a reference image. The applicaEons of such a task can be found
in analysis of medical images, remote sensing, astrophysics and many other areas where
the following pracEcal problems are to be solved.
1) Finding changes in images taken at diEerent Emelines or under diEerent condiEons
[19].
2) Combining images taken separately from parts of the same scene [20].
3) Object recogniEon using model (template) based approaches [21].
4) Recovery of the 3-D characterisEcs of a scene [22].
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In automatic registraEon, most commonly applied techniques fall mainly within
two broad categones: feature based and area based image registraEon. There is other
registraEon techniques such as knowledge- based [23] and Fourier- based [24] reported
elsewhere.
In the feature- based registraEon, similar features in vicirnty of some speciEc
spots are extracted from the base and the input images, and one to one correspondence is
expected to be established between the similar spots in both images. In registraEon
terminology, these features are called control features and are referred to as control
points. If the type of distoiEon is known, then with the extracted control points,
parameters of geometncal transformaEon can be denved, which will Enally align the
input image with the base image.
The common features for registraEon are moments, curvatures and line
segments, that is some vivid disEnguishing charactensEcs of image objects. Also, it is
desirable to deEne those that can be found easily. Various recogniEon techniques such as
the Canny operator [25,26], the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator [27,28],
thresholding [29] and other classiEcaEon methods [30] have been proposed for edge and
boundary features. Features are generally represented by chain code, moment invanants,
Founer descnptors, shape signatures, centroidal proEles, and shape matnces [31] [f23].
Centers of gravity of closed boundaries are usually taken as the control point. Other
salient points [32] like comers, line crossings and coordinates of maximum curvature
[27] have been employed as control points for precise registraEon.
In the area-based registraEon, a small window of a number of pixels of the
input image is compared staEsEcally with the window content of the same size of the
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base image [32]. The similarity between the two given windows is measured to establish
their correspondence. Once, the correspondence is established,

the centers of the

matched windows are taken as control points.
The important factor for the group of the area-based techniques is the similarity
measure. One popular is the cross correlaEon. There are other metrics such as correlaEon
coefEcient and the sequenEal-similarity measures used for the problem.
In the knowledge-based registration, the information about images or objects is
employed.

In [33], the authors uses pnor knowledge to select appropriate structures

using Geographic InformaEon System and then to extract their corresponding features
from the sensor data. The knowledge is presented expliciEy using semanEc nets and
rules.
Among frequency domain registraEon the FFT- based one is another known
approach. . Founer transform is used to match images that are translated, rotated and
scaled with respect to one another in [34]), for example. The Fourier domain technique
for image registraEon was proposed by Kuglin and Hines [35]. They introduced the phase
correlaEon technique by using some properEes of the Founer transform to align images.
De Castro and Morandi developed a method to denve the rotaEon angle and the shiA
Eom the Fourier transform [36]. And the phase correlaEon technique was later extended
by Reddy and Chatteqi in 1996 to handle translaEon, rotaEon, and scaling. The rotaEon
and scaling informaEon is obtained from the Founer scaling and rotaEonal properEes;
and the translaEonal movement is determined by the phase correlaEon technique. The
scenario for the FFT-based technique for translaEon, rotaEon, and scale-invanant image
registraEon is presented below [37]:
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L et^ be the displaced version of image^ by an amount of (% yo) i.e.
y-yo).

(5.1)

Their corresponding Fourier transforms F%and Fz will be related by
F,(^,77) =

'^^F.(^,'7)

The cross-power spectrum R of the two images

(5.2)

with Fourier transforms Fy, and Fz

is given by
jg _

(^,f?) _
|F,(#.77)F,(^,V)|

+ wo;

/g

where f^*(^,77) is the complex conjugate of F , The phase of the cross-power spectrum F
is equivalent to the phase diEerence between two images. By taking the inverse Fourier
transform of F, the impulse funcEon will be obtained, that is, it is approximately zero
everywhere except at the displacement (% yo). Thus, the latter is idenEEed. The same
way, other parameters such as rotaEon and scale can be obtained.

5.2

Linear conformai transformaEon for form registraEon

As it follows Eom the previous survey of image registraEon techniques, if there is
no informaEon about the type of distorEon, then

the transformaEon equaEons for

mapping are to be obtained based on physical charactensEcs of image/objects. Generally,
in the feature-based registraEon, if the distorEon is known, then the features help with
calculaEng the parameters of the transformaEon.
ParEcularly, for the distorEons assumed for the form images, the linear
conformai EansformaEon is a simplest soluEon to register images. Given two sets of
control points detected Eom the template and the input images and their correspondence.
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the parameters of the linear conformai transformation can be derived from the following
equaEons
u = ^ ' X ' cos(a) + f " y ' sin (a) + Tr

(5.4)

V = s 'y sin(a) + s'X'cos(a) + 7^

(5.5)

where s is a scaling coefGcient, a - is a rotaEon parameter, T%and Ty are shift
parameters in X and Y direcEons, and (s,v) and (x',y') are coordinates of control points
in the template and the input forms, respecEvely.
As control points, the intersecEons of form lines, parEcularly comer points of
form frames can be used. The minimum number of control points needed for linear
conformai transform is two. Then, four equaEons of four unknowns can be resolved to
End a'cos(a), .y'sin (a), r* and ty. More points help with increasing the registraEon
accuracy. We use four frame comers for calculaEons. The linear conformai transform
equaEons in the matrix form can be wntten as:

[u v ] = [ x y 1] *

s*cos6 s*sin8
s*sin8 s*cos8^
ty

( 5 .6 )

For more than two control points, the matrix equaEon is as
■

un
v l
v2

x l
x2
" •“
xn
y l
y2

vn

y n -x n 0

ul
ii2
e> •

'

y l
y2

1 0
1 0

yn 1 0
-x l 0 1
-x 2 0 1

*

s *c o s 8
» * s in 8
tx
ty
( 5 .7 )

1

In a generalized form, it can be represented as
U=X R

( 5 .8 )
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So,
R = X"' U

(5.9)

where R is a matrix of transform parameters given by
s*cos8
R =

s*sm8
tx

ty

5.3

Control points extracEon

Comers in a form are, by nature, the best control points for form registraEon. As
the special points in a form, comers are the points which are easiest to be detected. In a
form image, comers are the most widely spread points in a form, which is the best
property for precise image registraEon. In this work, we use the four comers of a form as
the control points for form registraEon.

5.3.1

Template based comer detecEon

We Erst used an approach that employs some knowledge of the input and
template images to detect the comer points. This knowledge is mosEy on the structure of
form document, i.e., possible posiEons of comers. This knowledge is parEcularly
available due to the idenEEcaEon. A sliding window of size 7x7 moves from the upper
leftmost comer to the lower nghtmost posiEon in the form image. Each pixel is matched
against its peer. The sliding window contains the pattems of the four comers as they are
expected to appear in the scanned forms (see Figure 5.1).
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(a)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cb)
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(c)
(d)
Fig. 5.1 Pattems for detecting (a) the upper leA comer; (b) the upper right comer;
(c) the lower leA comer, (d).the lower right comer
These four pattems are derived for the ideal case, that is no "salt and pepper noise",
as well as the alignment of the form is perfecL
If a pixel being tested is a comer point, the sum of diEerences between the pixels in
the window and those corresponding to the appropriate pixels in the image is expected to
be a minimum.
With the speciAc placement of the comers, the procedure can be quite eEective.
The point being searched for registraEon is the central point in the window for which the
match is recognized. The comer detecEon is earned out oE-line for the template forms.
The coordinates of the comer points are stored in the database along with the descripEve
features needed by form idenEEcaEon procedure. And the procedure is applied on-line
for the input forms. The coordinates of the comer points are fed to EquaEon (5-7) to
calculate parameters of the linear conformai transform.
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5.3.2

Comers as line crossings

The described above technique works well on noisless images. Comers can be
deEned as a special type of the line crossing, that is L-type intersecEcm. To pursue as
much funcEonality as possible in the parameter space, we endeavor to End a solution by
processing the parameter space.

Recall, HT was used as a preprocessing procedure.

For form type idenEEcaEon it performs on a line base. Thus, the same framework can be
used to detect m^or line intersecEons.

5.3.2.1

Algonthm for extracEng line crossings

Descnbed below, is the generalized algonthm for Ending intersecEons of lines in
the form image.
1) Perform Hough transform of the form image;
2) Preprocess the accumulator array of the Hough transform with a proper threshold,
thus removing text part of the form.
3) Find local maxima in the accumulator array, and store them in the list which gives
the angle and posiEon distnbuEon (p,8) of the m^or lines in the form image;
4) For an image of size

and the list of hne distnbuEon (p,6) of size t, each pixel

on the line in the raster image is tested as follows:
a. The p value is calculated for each ^in the list according to EquaEon (3.1),
that is
p = X cos 8 + y sin 8,
where (x,y) are coordinates of the line pixel, and 8 is the angle value in the
Est.
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b.

Each Erne when Eie calculated p has a match for the corresponding ^ the
accumulator is incremented by one. Then if the accumulator A is greater
than 1, the line pixel (x,y) is considered to be a line crossing. Below, is the
pseudo code for step 4.

f ggwda-cadg /hr

4

;. =7 to 7M

ÿ"

pixel of (y ) E a fine pixel)

tAenybr 1. =1 m A
p = i CO& ^1) + y fin 6(1);
i/"p =p(l)
A=A+1;
end i/^
endybr
irA>7
y(v)=o
end iy
A=0;
end
en d^r
Here, x denotes the matrix of the form image, and y denotes the matrix of the image
of detected line crossings.
Shown in Figure 5.2 are the line crossings detected for the forms in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 5.2 Line crossings detected for forms in Figure 4.8
With these points detected in both the template and the input form, any four or more
points can be used for solving equation (5.7) and Ending the parameters of the linear
transform. The last problem is to establish the correspondence between comers of the
input form and those of the base form.

5.3.2.2

Comer points extracEon

As a matter of fact, more than four control points are not necessarily resulEng in
more accurate registraEon since an error caused mainly by rounding accumulates. That
leads to degrading the accuracy. Besides, too many control points complicate the task of
establishing correspondence between comers from the two forms, and increasing the
complexity of calculaEons. In our system, four comer points are used as the control
points for the form registraEon. They are selected from a bucket of line crossings
detected in the form images. The m^or reason for doing this is that comers are, in fact,
scattered.
They have to be scattered by the basic requirement for the control point selecEon in
image registraEon. Not less important is the fact, that the correspondence between the
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control points detected in the input and the template images can be established based
mainly on the heurisEcs.
Comers are easily extracted from the list of coordinates of crossing points. For the
point of the smallest value of x, the smallest value of y tells about the upper leA comer;
while the largest y coordinate value indicates the lower leA comer. And for a point of the
largest x value, the smallest value of y coordinate manifests about the upper nght comer.
Accordingly, the largest y value indicates the lowest nght comer.

5.4

Form registraEon in examples

We use the coordinates of the found comer points to calculate the scaling, rotaEon
and translaEon parameters as it is discussed in SecEon 5.2. Once these parameters are
obtained, the linear conformai transformaEon is performed for any pixel in the form
image to be registered. The registraEon result for the form in Figure 4.8b is displayed in
Figure 5.3.

I

Figure 5.3 . RegistraEon for the form in Figure 4.8 b)
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Fîgure 5.4. Automated registraEon . (a) Part of the unregistered Elled-in form;
(b) Part of the registered Elled-in form.
Shown in Figure 5.4 is another example of form registraEon using the template base
approach for comer detecEon. Both examples show the input form get aligned with the
blank base form. The registered input form is ready now for text revising and ediEng
which is the target applicaEon of our system.
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6.1

Effectiveness of distance metric

For experiments, we have designed various form patterns for testing rotation, scaling
and translation invariance. As described in Chapter 4, the rotation invariance is tested by
the sample forms in Rgure 4.3 with a zero distance (Dk=0, defined in (4.2)) between
feature vectors of two forms found similar by the global matching procedure. With two
sample forms in Figure 4.8, the translation invariance is verified by the zero distance
(Dphy=0, defined by (4.6) between the feature vectors of the normalized line positions and
the line lengths. The results are tabulated and presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Since the scaling in two forms in Figure 4.8 is not obvious, we, instead, used the
designed form pattern shown in Figure 4.9

to test the scaling invariance. With the

normalized line positions and line lengths, the distances between feature vectors of two
forms are zero (Dk =0, and D=0), that confirms the scaling invariance.
In the form identification process, the distance we used is the sum of squares of
differences of the conqwnents of two vectors. It is simple, but reliable measure, used in
the database retrieval. For example, we designed the distance to match two forms in
Figure 4.5 the result is D^=l. What we calculated is the square of sum of the number of
lines in the scope of 0 to 360 . The result D^=l tells that the two forms are different and
that one form has one more line. If the forms have this difference being equal 2 lines,
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then the distance according to the metric used in our study D^=4, that is much larger.
This clearly stresses the difference.
For two other features, i.e., the normalized hne distance and the line length, the
ar^ustment (scaling) of a factor of ten is used. For identical forms, the difference between
each component of the vector is small; usually less than one, which after being squared,
will become a smaller number. In this case, the square will generally make the distance
for matched forms be less than one and a floor operation will finally make the distance
almost close to zero (Dphy=l, |jD^J=0, LD^^_^1. For two forms that do not match, the
component differences can easily be greater than one, and when squared, the difference
becomes large enough ( D » l ) strengthening the mismatch between two forms.

6.2

Limitation of translation invariance

We have verified the translation invariance for our identification system. But in
practice it is limited. Theoretically, this invariance holds only when the translation factor
of the form image is not very large. Otherwise, the center of the image moves out the
box which originally conAnes the center of the image. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Translation of image with center of image moved out of a box
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Though, this is a violation of above declared the shift invariance property of the
form identiAcation system, in practice, most of the translation caused by the document
displacement on the scanner board does not introduce such a big shiA. This is true,
particularly for A4 format documents, and forms with a moderate number of relaAvely
large boxes. This limitation can be eliminated if we logically describe the forms with line
distribution only in horizontal and verAcal direcAon, instead of in the scope of 360 . The
price of such an improvement would be the coarser descripAon of the form layout. This
is a tradeoff between precision and limitaAon.

6.3

Feature and knowledge based registration technique

We have applied two different approaches for control point detecAon, i.e., the
template based and the Hough- based. In the template based approach, we judge if a pixel
is a comer pixel by the sum of diAerences between the corresponding points in the 7x7
window of a template image of a comer and the pixels taken from the form image. The
zero diAerence is the indicaAon of the comer point, but a non- zero diAerence can sAll
correspond to the comer point, because of imperfecAon of lines caused by scanning and
binarizaAon. For comer detecAon using templates in Rgure 5.1, a tolerance value, which
is 2 in our case, is to be set. Thus, if the diAerence is less than or equal the tolerance
value, the corresponding pixel is judged as a comer point. A the tolerance value is too
high, too many pixels will be recognized as comer pixels. On the other hand, if the
tolerance is too low, comers are missed. Therefore the reliability of comer detecAon by
use of this method is quesAonable.
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In the HT- based approach, we extract line crossings as the features to be used for
calculating the geometrical transform for further coordinate mapping. In general, forms
can contain a large number of crossing points. To use aU the detected line crossings as the
control points needs first to establish one to one correspondence between points in the
template and those in the incoming form.

Apparently, the procedure is the time

consuming and the error prone operation. To avoid this difficulty, we can limit ourselves
to the four points, which are frames comers.
It was discussed in Chapter 5 that the correspondence between frame comers of the
template and those in the incoming form is easy to establish using only heuristics and
simple rules for checking. Thus, in our studies, we use a combination of the featurebased and the knowledge- based methods.

6.4

Limitations of the Hough transform for form analysis

By performing thresholding of the accumulator array in the preprocessing step, we
preserve mtgor lines. Short lines and lines created by the short text lines will be removed
(see. Figure 3.4). This result obviously has an adverse effect, though not serious, if the
global layout is concemed, or the number of the template forms of a same global layout
in the database is limited.
Short lines most likely are discarded after thresholding. Analogously, long lines
indicated by relatively long text might retain. In fact, this does not introduce much
difAculAes. For example, if the long lines are created by the printed text formed by the
comment lines, they remain after thresholding in both template and incoming forms.
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Thus, they are counted for the feature vectors for both. This is exhibited in Figure
6.2,6.3 and 6.4.
The m^or problem though is the loss of short horizontal and vertical lines which are
essenhal for differenhation of globally similar forms. But in pracAce, there cannot be
many forms of exacAy same global and physical content based on even few lines
remaining after thresholding.
Another limitaAon of the Hough transform is its Ame complexity which is of 0(N ^ ,
where N is one dimension of image being processed.
Discussion of these two problems is provided in the SubsecAon 6.6
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6.5. Image registration with the projective transform
It is worth to menAon that the form can be recovered from such a distorAon as skew
using the projecAve transformaAon. Four comer points are sufficient to accomplishing
registration for skewed, rotated, translated and scaled forms.
The following equaAon describe projecAve Aansform, where pij are unknown
parameters.
x=

+

(6.1)

y = P2V :( + P22 y +

- pj;:%y -p azyy

(6.2)

We can rewrite these system for four pairs of coordinates to resolve unknown
parameters as follows
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Al

For that we have to know four comer points in an incoming forms {( x , y
i=l,2,3,4} and its master variant {(xi .y j, i=l,2,3,4}.

6.6 Time analysis
The overall Ame is an important characterisAc of the processing system. On-line
processing needs seedy form processing. In Table 3, the last column indicates the total
Ame required for the idenAAcaAon in seconds. These esAmates are performed for the
documents given in Figure 2.1 which are of different résoluAons, thus of diAerent sizes.
The Hough transform takes the maximum of the overall Ame, wherein the part of
idenAAcaAon is miserable. The transform, local maxima calculaAon, thresholding and
feature calculaAon times all are funcAons of the document size. The feature calculaAon
Ame is also a funcAon of the number of lines in the form. The time of idenAAcaAon by
matching features is a funcAon of a number of template forms in the database.

Table 3. Processing Ame for the forms in Hgure 2.1
Figure

HT

Local

2.1

Dim
ension

Size

tim
e(s)

m
ax

Thresholding

calculation

Distance

d)

615x709

536035

22.235

0.015

0.015

OTGl

0

b)

635x406

257810

9 891

0031

0.047

0.016

0

c)

614x391

240074

7.25

0.015

0.016

0

0

a)

441x543

239463

7J62

0.015

0.015

0

0

Feauture

One can conclude that to minimize the processing Ame, the m^or eAort is to be
done to reduce the time of the transform.
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6.7 Possible improvement and the future work
6.7.1

Secondary Hough transform

Here, we provide a possible approach to obtain information about short lines
dropped after thresholding. As it was discussed, text is extracted by the form dropout.
The lost of short lines can be observed in Figure 3.4. Short lines which is longer than
those formed by the text can be seized by the secondary Hough transform of the image
restored after the Arst hand processing, such as one in Figure 3.4.
Suppose, we perform HT of the image in Figure 3.6. Some of the short lines can be
detected. After thresholding and detecAng the local maxima, some detected short lines are
recorded, say in the List 2. Recall, we obtain List 1 in the onginal preprocessing. Then, if
List 2 is concatenated with List 1, the Anal list contains the informaAon on all m^or lines
along with those detected by the secondary HT. Secondary transform is more eAecAve in
regaining verAcal short hnes. This is because lines formed by text in verAcal direcAon are
weaker due to the larger inter-hne space.

6.7.2. Time reducAon for Hough transform
The accuracy of esAmaAng parameters of geometrical transform, form features and
respecAvely the form descripAon depend signiAcantly on image resoluAon and
quanAzaAon of the parameter space. The smaller is the bin size, the higher is the
processing accuracy (though, there is a lim it of the eAect of the bin size on the accuracy
[38]), but the much longer is the processing Ame because of "one-to-many" property of
the Hough transform. The Hough transform is computaAonaUy expensive. Speeding up of
the HT is greatly desirable. In our future work, we consider carrying out the Hough
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transform on images of a lower resoluAon. In that case, any "smart" resoluAon reducAon
technique, such as JBIG [39], can be applied pnor to the transform. However, the
registraAon accuracy might degrade, and this issue is to be studied with care. Another
way of speeding up is the parallel or/and hardware implementaAon [40,41,42,43].
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CHATER7

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have reported on the design and the implementaAon of the
automated form processing system which takes the image processing approach. The
Hough transform is instrumental for form preprocessing, feature extracAon for form type
idenAAcaAon, and detecAon of the control points for the form registraAon task.
FirsAy, system preprocesses template forms for extracAng feature vectors oA-line.
The obtained compact descripAon of the forms is stored as an index the form type
idenAAcaAon and registraAon procedures. Incoming forms are processed on-line by the
same procedure as one applied for the templates. The system idenAAes the type of the
form, that is, Ands a matching template for co-registenng images, that is aligrung the
input form with its template. Then, further ediAng/ revising direcAy with the input form is
made possible because of coordinate matching.
Due to the ability of the Hough transform to detect lines even in imperfect
environment (noise, skew, broken lines) it is selected as a m^or technique underlying
most procedures in the designed system. The algonthm for the modiAed HT is developed.
In the parameter space of the HT, thresholding is performed, such that when restored,
image retains its m^or lines and the most of text is dropped.
For the form descripAon, we have proposed the line angle distribuAon, called hnes
count, the normahzed line lengths and the distances Aom the lines to the image on gin as
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the feature vectors. Also, the similarity measure, i.e., distance metric is proposed for the
matching algorithm.
The idenAAcaAon is a two-step procedure. First, forms are matched by lines count
feature. Cyclic rotaAon of the feature vector is performed to ensure rotaAon invariance.
Thus, the form type is Altered out in a global manner, then another two features are
invoked for characterizing the physical layout. Features are normalized such that scale
and shiA invariance is also achieved. Thus, in combinaAon with the rotaAon invariant
feature, the whole idenAAcaAon is made invariant to rotaAon, scaling and shifAng.
In contrast to the template forms which are of perfect quality, input forms can be
affected by the scanner and binarization noise and the geometrical distorAons such as
skew, rotaAon, shiA and scaling. In our study we have shown Arst how to remedy from
geometrical transforms, but also discussed that the Hough transform is able to reject salt
and pepper noise and to capture lines, even if they are broken.
Since the distorAons are known, we use the linear conformai transform to perform
coordinate mapping. The feature-based approach is applied, wherein the coordinates of so
called control point are used to calculate parameters of the transform. As control points,
four comers of the form frames are employed. They are selected due to the reliability of
their detecAon. We have implemented two diAerent versions of comer detecAon schemes.
One is the template- based and the second use the parameter space of the Hough
transform to And among all line crossings those corresponding to the frame comers. Four
points are sufficient to provide accurate registraAon with the geometrical transform we
use.
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In a template-based form registration, a small window of a certain comer pattem is
sliding over the form image to match one of four templates. This method though faces
difRculAes if the scanned document is contaminated by noise.
In the second technique, line crossings are extracted directly from the parameter
space of Hough Transform. Due to the known locations of the comer points and the ease
of esAmating the correspondence between control points in the template form and those
in the input form, the registraAon procedure becomes quite simple and reliable. The speed
was greaAy increased, as well as the accuracy of registraAon.
Hough transform is a classical method for pattem analysis. We eAecAvely used the
Hough transform to form document analysis. While it is slow in its generalized form, in
our work, the modiAed version is implemented. That allows for speedy realizaAon. The
numencal results of our simulaAon have shown that the system is suitable for on-line
processing and analysis.
AddiAonally, we provide discussion on how to register images if addiAonally, there
is a skew introduced. The projecAve transform with the coordinates of four comer points
is able to perform transformaAon for four diAerent distorAon types, that includes skew,
rotaAon, translaAon and scaling. We have discussed also FPT- based registraAon
technique in Chapter 5. This is done for the possible future research and the applicaAon
of the Fourier-based technique to form processing. In the Fourier domain, text dropout
can be peAormed by high pass Altering. In that case, short lines would probably remain,
that is, the shortcoming of the Hough transform could be overcome.
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